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Ray DiPalma 

ANNEXATION OF THE CODE 

In the time it takes 
To shape a numeral 
The secret opposite 
Is notched in an unused litmus 
Put to the test instead 
The first and second word 
Missed in source and sequence 
Hesitation in displacement 
Fostering a dry opacity 
The stubborn moment of versions 
Among and through 
One answer in ten thousand 
By one answer in ten thousand 
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:MNEMONIC UNDERTOW 

Prone on the glide of grammar 
Beneath a whirling syllable 
229 framed by the shadow of grillwork 
Shadow bar boxes shadow 
Folly musing behind 
A door inlaid with beeswax 
The street scent of octane 
Enough loved on the lip to grin out 
Like a traveler approaching 
With the patience of an average shame 
Antipodal now and without urgency 
Stripped to the blades and no more gag 
Documents thread humble conversations 
Pens shape what the margins hold 
From loose connection to worried locations 
White ink's normal motion on the snow 
Affection and panacea cued entire 
Not just terms falling offthe edge 
But doing the done thing out of capture 
The fallow tongue now a crippled bell 
But still rigid and fragile enough to 
Stay at right angles to the swarm 
Quip at the detail like a monkey 
The inky twitch of lore run to fragment 
A tranquil flag over the hackled treatment 
Metrical votive with the jitter of a cork 
The idiosyncratic meridian become an alley 
A canal ran here once but never mind 
That's okay leaving the phantom mule notation 
Sacrosanct as the Mogul's ta11y 
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Paul Vangelisti 

THE IDIOCY OF CHANCE OR WHY I LIKE MUSIC 

The heart can be a sullen vehicle 
unless one has the next line in mind. 
Whose purpose swings like an apple tree 
I probably haven't seen in ten years. 
Have you? Swung, that is, like an apple? 
Or at least a pair of eyes I so bad 
I forget to put the verb in. Hardly 
a good word, just a sudden fear allayed 
or allied like, you know, the enemy 
of my enemy is. A sodden vehicle 
that lies no better than a painted rose 
and blinks and blinks a porpoise hung like 
disaffection from a tree in an ending 
a little too romantic at this point 
in our story. Have you noticed how romance 
is operable only at the beginning 
like light and from there it's now he and she 
and she and he and a closeup on a shaved head? 
For which, of course, one needs plenty of light 
and a firm hand or passion shivered 
like a river tonight when it hasn't rained 
in months. Lots of rain to stay up to 
and, one might add if one had interest 
in porpoises or the past, to float 
the squeamish heart right out one's nose. 
Or rose by any other name except yours 
makes me shine like an apple in the woods. 
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NEI MA TTINI DI ARANCIO AMARO IN PIENA STAGIONE 

In the mornings of bitter orange in full season. 
Which seems much like full circle except for the pain 
of detachment. What is lyrical is only so free. 
Now you got four lines. It's a terrible thing about songs 
that one can count on them. One can't count on much anymore 
as I am sure you're well aware. There is woe all over 
Tennessee as is true of Kentucky and Arkansas 
and Texas and other departments I've never been. 
That's another thing about music. Once you find it, once there 
like Lenin to the Finland Station, it's hard to get back. 
So Memphis or Nashville or Lexington, one just keeps count. 
One doesn't have to meet one's beat till the end of the line. 
And then it don't mean a thing even if it has that swing 
once the doors have swung shut, north, south east and all the 
wings are battened for the day and the dead are about to depart 
on the 6 :19. So? Mornings of bitter orange 
sound like enlightened tourism. No honey in that boat. 
And this sounding like a telegram to hell. You remember 
telegrams, yes? They are from the same historical period 
as radio. Sometimes even flowers might accompany them. 
Petals in the fire, also the way I announce it, 
without that too too solid T. Could it be what Mohammed 
had in mind with the title of his book, Feu beau feu. 
Notice for your sake I didn't say my friend Mohammed. 
That's as bad as the citizen who says Please, I don't know 
ifl should take a coffee. You and your rock and roll . 
I appreciate the rigor but watchperson, what of delight? 
Suppose it beats bowling though just about anything does. 
And death? That too where you find flowers. Too many 
too many too many to quote one of your Top 40. 
Problem with adjectives is the same with symbols and 
relationships. Free them and sometimes what one is left with 
isn't so nice. The light is cold and bright and very white 
at the moment. There's a hole in a cloud you can't be 
and three big crows bending the hell out of a cedar bough 
as one cocks his head at what I believe is in front of me. 



Michael Gottlieb 

The Be-All And End-All Of Mr. Amdahl 

Lifting bodies. 

Cast-off quota blocks, . . massive, convergmg. 

Methodological excesses, 
not to mention 
symbol mongering. 

Another well regarded fool 
earns his 
protective coloration. 

Sort of like a geode: 
cracking open with a mere tap 
---the interior 
a wondrous gem of revelation. 
But what do you do with him then? 

The be-all and end-all of Mr. Amdahl: 
"I'll meet you down by the mood swings .. . " 

"Myoclonic jerks 
---that's us!" 
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Miles Champion 

TODAYSBATH 

and lachrymose, a Gazza of the pumps, he 
On Thursday, boosted by n;vo months of 
the Pennines. Local authorities put the lava-

ham near Bristol where repairs are need-
ural angles show no trace of the attempt to blend 
dancing in a bar, somewhere in Europe 

can be cloned by taking bulblets from 
the big screen. "A big leak," he said 
his rheumy eyes can see, 

spread on naan bread or chapatis. 
Myself and Christopher Bullock used to 
squat, moving you knees about 18 inches apart, 

the blond model, slowly dis-
includes all of the Beatles recordings. 
The other thing, of course, is 

buttonholing the curate. I have 
posed by recent dry weather, attributed to glob
es Tory hipocrisy on tobacco and health 

talks at police headquarters. In a speech 
a different range of futures is traded, 
"redbrick" and "Oxbridge" to contrast the 19th 

Monroe to tickle the President's fancy 
focus. Arnaud Flavole, 72, ate a 5ft 5in 
"cell", as approved by all the gurus, and 

an aperture in a wall, a mirror or a 
brain where physics and chemistry meet the 
mess," said a spokesman for Somerset 

ofthese strictures. There is a theory, though, that 
is protected by an inner ring 
called "lean-bum". The chewed leaves 



stress the synergy between book and place 
are not prepared to paint double yel-
ly eyesore" is how an old lady 

should be exercised more, only perseverance 
mate is going to be like. Can we sip 
hills, used teargas to disperse them 

---~-·-- · 



Spencer Selby 

NOTEBOOK 

My second memory happened 
to enactment of its . 
way we are in words 

An idea child floats by 
event lights bridges 
far and wide and 
written across nostalgic 
to a man 

By this pressure I have origin 
patient details never entered 
not really open scars 
of my gaze to see a 
blindfold upset the only 
convention that I love 

Later by more convenience 
a thick allowance favors 
direction of motion 
urban dotted line 

Later my face divided 
my arms like every surface 
demanding ability 
for want of a name 

Taste in mouth 
adjacent relationship 
fluid notice 
order the heart invaded 

Action blowing cold world 
helpless abandon 
one day to the next 
loose member private public 
meanwhile twisted 
camera's shudder of evidence 
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Play of second knowledge 
dream of unexpected 
real thing intenupting 

what is being offered 
by the child above 

MISS NATURE 

Things keep wavering 
but the truth is even 

you push flowers 
in caves throughout 

contents never met 
think it's impossible 

tom from head by 
value blood sharp 

center against 
bid to unforeseen 

mouth name 
attenuated geographic 

hymn of death 
beneath the baby grand 

shifting foot like 
best of mistakes 

love made unfortunate 
stranger common 

open resemblance 
fashioning everyday 

bottomless nakedness 
overheard always 

in the need of 
one word more 
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Wayne E. Ludvickson 

from 1BE GOLDEN RECORD 

The little men below-I cannot even see them- my cookie-pan flecked 
with difficult ash- people of the coat ... -Clouds of walling seafloor between, I am 
not dreary . .. though the die is cast, }acta est alia.. .. Innumerable grandiose 
destinies phalange the larger, unspoken, entirely reflective organism . . . I see not 
their faces but their roots. Swarming in the middle of the high firmament. 

Call it what you will. 
Faces (anyway) omnipresent, like shiny-backed roaches in a cheap-rent 

apartment building, nearly indistinguishable, like sequines in the dark fabric slip of 
the sky stretched, like a substance of water palmed in the sun, mercury at a 
nameless age of your soul, no longer yours, or mine, a young girl's lips .. . Individual 
memories trickle. Not what I had in mind. Mankind loves his life, his heart of 
wool, his wife-spinning not the outer manifestation of psychology, which is 
physiognomy anyway, but ... Swarming in the middle of the high firmament ... The 
people multiplying below, for centuries, and millenniums, expression of life in one 
radiant petal- houses overdrawn, horses steeded after broken in chestnut brown 
sweating beneath a saddle of wood, livelihood of receptive bouquets extended, 
white male blouses, teardrops on the hairy chest, sallow rakes, lawnmowers, 
vegetarian myths, meat churning in the dream-

relations grasping each other's shoulders, across houses, across railed years, 
new tree that writhes, dialects glitter off its back, feet in mud, roots, heart up 
among the trees, daring the lightning also its brother, mind of blown leaves-

This anemone mass-spawned hope (masculine); ennurtured faith 
(feminine); countless other mysteries, unknown vibrations, marsupial alien flowers 
growing beneath the skin; flesh of love; this tenderness without all is the human 
animal- radiant petal ... 

Now allow me to muse, for I have seen dimly in fiery intuition that above 
the immense masses of people, who have all done irrational acts- in trying to 
strike the wild vein of their source and quench their yearning-before settling 
down, shored up in fear and the way humans have lived for thousands upon 
thousands of years, to time immemorial and dark root of pulsing dream .. . Above 
them stand a few great souls, with great expressiveness, shamans or prophets to 
men- no matter how the many-faceted ruby of humanity is turned and these fleshy 
shadows spring up, like flames in the eternal light- these will remain fixed, 
blushed like poppy-flowers above the field, in our mind's attention, for these have 
cultivated that yearning and the power of adventure and have not been shored up by 
fear, but strengthened by life, to become something beautiful against the black 
close backdrop of death, and also an example to men. 

I see the nation turning its leaves, a slumberer in a pile of rake-gathered 
autumn. Every word where it is not silent buzzes like an insect about the ear in its 
own starlike duty, beautiful unlike assertions which makes us think, feel with our 
bodies, thoughts travel along them. We encourage the little tendrils to extend-
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perhaps it is the circumference of their erratic flight; we could pretend hemispheres 
to touch the thin, wispy hairs that stand straight up flying in the electricity of sunny 
air-we want to enter the sleeper's dream with an inexpressible feeling of all we 
are; we do not know how this will translate to him. I see the nations sleeping 
together- a sign of heartbeats- so much rain- an undulating mountainside. 
Autumn has touched them all with colors that run like teardrops down its purring 
supine and reposeful flanks. Blood streams where the autumnal motley has mingled 
in scarlet fjords about the body's hypnotic limbs. The sleeper shudders, and rolls 
over. Our shape is emerging across vast continents in the sound of the stellar wind. 
Sirocco bustles, Time flies in the wanderer's face like stinging stars-sand of the 
dreamer, alien to its discomfort. A sudden gesture, un-idiot from the caverns. To 
trust a mind we know nothing about but can only ascertain with the heart, describe 
with our own displaced mental faculties (This does not dull their keenness, their 
lust for transfiguration ... ). Wanting Itself is wanting itself I see the heart of the 
nations sleeping-when will it awake? Awake~ As if in deep caverns- Awake! As 
if in troubled sleep-Awake! In the shame caused by recognition- Awake! In the 
dream! Awake! Awake! Awake! Hear my voice crying like bells in a far off land of 
mystery and midnight. Easter morning for all souls- there are no dead souls, or 
they are not. 
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Drew Milne 

DOUBLE YELLOW 

Not for you the evening 
star, nor the barbed hair 

of golden stone, now as 
long sleeves of the state 

hold us aloft this gutter 
in scarlit ways, the grit 

on each blackening oath 
trailing to a bum oftire. 

Tooled high, our pool of 
worm blaze and simmer 

goes through all its stark 
waltz of jam today, buds 

of crimson sucked amid 
the ducked stool, a swift 

stitch combining the tangle 
to a long imperious quiff 

When did each curl talk, 
the railing rises given up 

to a scarfield, so blown 
to orange jets and laced 

cocktails, its comfort rag 
spilling a tempered lawn 
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where the technicians of 
sensibility plough on in. 

Boulder of ruffled cheek 
choke your callow sash, 

with clutching temper in 
legions the colour of our 

ribbon or lung, systems 
theory with a smile, this 

stain of the local to some 
drum and flower of ditto. 

from 'NoHo' 

Thence as to axial palms 
shun the set out, a pencil 
dawn envelope, dog stall 

and affiliates taken to a 
steel more glitzy. Placid 
is firm nearness, the licks 
of favour on of old to late 

off waxen table books, the 
very boudoir on slow ticks 
and styles of bone in uses. 
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from 'No-Ho' 

from 'No-Ho' 

The larkspur gives to belly 
armour, a sheen repellent, 

holding their job who reels, 
more for out sourcing, o yes 

if music be, nor dance shine 
sweet all, nor would go tear 
to lingo, near to what will 

you do me on that, sip awry 
I grant, but feel its heritage, 
its cloth to warm boot loads. 

This is a rimless cost cut, no 
need to find more sphinx of 

strange in passing of a spelt 
depth, as even more wrong 

goes firmly in the new year, 
the portals of latency show 

good prospects, for all our 
colleagues, so good pension 

come fire them, especially 
those amid their ruin's eye. 
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John Godfrey 

To Keep Saliva Warm 

The wind and the presentiment in the same dark minute, and I hobble to an even 
bolder place. Certain effects I remember of your flesh catch a fiery remnant of day where they prosper to one side of the unlit room. Reflections from street and sky and airs haft range across scraps of music lost onto the table from pockets. I close my eyes and try to imagine what the exclusion of your voice would do to my desire. Whatever I fail to meditate reassures me that rainwater did indeed run off your body into my glass, and your sounds ran over my throat like a bandage applied with 
force. I come to, a little embarrassed by the nothing smell in the room. When I sit here alone, all the energy I have closes in with suggestions of wilderness. The 
sound of one antler falling through the skin of the season's first ice. The world and I are obligated to keep saliva warm in young mouths. Pain causes those lips to twist awry from parching, or from bloodless insult, and if the world has let them down, I escape as best I can, not knowing will they follow. In the dark here, many a hand 
can wipe swaths of malice from a fateful exhaltation. It's all corning down around me and I can't feel it happening, just like a king with scars. Pain with its intricate beauty, and pleasure with its willingness to sacrifice the present for the present, queue at the aperture where music wields its judgment over chaos. Music chooses to alter its own proportions, to convince me that if! listen long enough, it can make imminent communion of a man with the other man he is. It amounts to cutting down the stage, to making the way the face moves, and not the limbs, the vehicle of sympathy. I do what I can with this limitation, all the time thinking of the safety of those young 
mouths. They are resorting to their frustrations and their tiredness. The number of 
sensations I carry at any moment is pretty amazing, and and the fruits of their division are knowledge and liability. Flesh is so organized it takes this mess to heart and 
relaxes. Look at it this way: I'm sitting here in the dark, and along comes music to 
perform a maneuver on my body from the side and from behind. Nothing I do can stop this from happening, which makes it an elevation of place. The jitters it gives 
me are refreshments I can share without caution. My eyes glaze with incoming things. A light grows from under my feet, and anchors and ripens them. It steadily 
moves upward and violates me with time and decisions. What I took for a maze is 
perilous and necessary, and the juices in my mouth flow deep into a depot sleep 
leaves on pillows and rags of the young. The dark melts into the passage of sound, be it breath, or ofblood, or of bargaining prayer. Please leave me the hope to be 
a demon. Young mouths swallow in sleep and do not know the existence of fools. 
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Dry Under the Nails 

Fall, heads, fall in the shade where the symphony is. Breathe smoke from the 

factory in my bones. I see a light so bright this island alone in the world has black 

shadows. What would this body do better than wreck? I open my palms side by 

side and a band of flame cuffs my wrists. I am ready for all the darkness that waits 

out the day on some faraway plain. The laugh I hear every night under streetlight 

gets some joke too mumbled for me to hear. Lets me just stick to this late afternoon 

cruise on an avenue where one filly after another sets the pace. Get my rapture 

from the deep where I find it and toss it off a surface of leers. The gas I Jack is blown 

off hennaed kinky do's by buffets in cross street down drafts. It's the middle of 

spring wields contempt on wives. The heart shakes off its cripple for lighter stuff to 

wear. Nobody got time for less, long's the moon there ticks away in broad daylight. 

If your intent is phony, so what, you want instincts and truth? What you want is 

some bow draws across a string of lamp post and lullabies coat your lips. What you 

want is long long moments at the brink. What you want's a schmeck with sweet 'n' 

sour lasts 24-7. Takes hotter weather'n this to make the bizness end of the club wet 

with feelings. Right now a hand catch a fondle with dry under the nails. All this body 

trucks with, please carry me nigh to dead friends. Back when the young us strives 

and hopes and there is time, back then, setting bright on curves in the roofs when 

our eyes get bleered with wine. Where is my heart but under this mound patted 

smooth with chants? Like a lily catch my eye through a flower man's window and I 

wonder, where's the funeral? and go on without short breath down the avenue. 

Rain in my feeling draws up harmony when I look at chrome trim glare with the late 

sun on my back. Ex'crable loss piles up in my longing places. I tire a while in my 

overgrown boy of fifty years as lean tall lassies pass my own dream. A crux 

somewhere is I splay on to remember the goners. Noise can't touch my stillness, 

and my body, so ready, awaits me back. Without this pain, 0 my loves, I'd be false, 

and all you be the judges. 
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Richard Tagett 

5 SCHERZI, op. 75 

1 

It's alright to fuck over the dead. 
No one listens. 
In the emptiness a blue sheep. 

A blue sheep is so much cosmic vanity. 
Having no idea -
Its genius. 
Like the intimacy of a bomb 
Not interested in 
Why 

No one listens. 

2 

In my princeliness 
I wanted to save all of you. 

From far off in the distance, 
Your starry mind crushed the head of the cat 
Sleeping in the gray chair. 
The whole thing was filmed in a swimming pool. 

The silence 
Insistent with wheels. 

I made a note 
That there's a prefect pome somewhere 
Just as unapproachable. 

My hair wasn't loud enough 
To save any of you. 
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3 

The car drove itself 
Bland Pinnacle, it said. 

"I'm not sure," you said, 
"Whether Sisyphus should be pitied." 

We got out the roadmap & saw 
That there were too many roads. 
We folded it carefully & tossed it into the backseat. 

"I'm not sure," you said, again. 
"Fuck the blackness," I said. 

You looked for horses romping eagerly along the 
Hillside, but they were not there. You forgot 
That they didn't belong there. 
Not knowing whether we were heading North or East, 
We drove away. 

4 

Ms. Meal 
Slapt me, told me: 
Stop dreaming. Discipline 
I doubt 
Would've stopt 
Hart 
Jumping. 
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5 

Tension flies out the window 
With a peanut-butter & jelly sandwich. 
It's still 

Unhealthy to commit gastronomy, 
Anything that requires sitting, etc. 

If you dig it, you're a Faerie. 
Faeries are never sedentary. 

Not all of them have eyes 
For you 

But none of them are blind or particularly religious. 

Once you've stopt asking questions, 
You've died & gone to Heaven. 
There aren't any Faeries there. 
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Denise Riley 

Goethe On His Holidays 

I and my truthful knapsack will strike out 
To backpack through "this sea-fog snaked on walls, 

Wool snagged on slate, lichen-splodged rocks 
In spattered chromes, and cadmium flowered gorse"-

But my neat wooden song does yodel so. 
There should be a stop put to all yellow talk, 

To these artily crafted details to be seen to. 
Nursery hatchings, little dulux squares. 

A breathy purity I stalk 
Of unheld colour, not grouted with dead stuff: 

Colour as honesty, shakiness, seduction, sudden fate: 
As irrevocable, steadied to humming greys. 

There is nowhere further back than pure blue. 
Nowhere to come to that aches more than blue aches 

For the pompous mechanics of the human heart lack colour 
Which lies closer to breathing. Morality of green for 

Everyone! I shine in this fresh equality, I figure us all 
In our universal study, released from particular f,1fiefs 

As we are to imagine an absolutely pure red 
Like fine carmine suffered to dry on white porcelain. 

-To puff away only that tiniest wretched precision! 

Then my tufts of hair should halo out in an ice gale -

Red becomes simpler to reach its integrity. 
But blue brings a principle of darkness with it. 

Sound will spill out toward silence through its twist 
Of nostalgia. But colour swells upward like flame. 
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And I'm crouched gaping with such watering eyes that I'm 
Fumbling again for my little book of metaphors 

Because that unboundedness drains me. Plotting my 
Dash to specifics, I've made a stiff joke of it: When the 

Talk turns to colour, every philosopher sees red. Smile, simile! 
I took up my rucksack and sprang modestly away to the coast -

"The caravans like blackened teeth 
In a wide grin around the bay. 

After the plough then sifting down 
Gulls in white furrows being sown. 

Grinding away on my left hand 
I heard the engine of the sea. 

Natural history, do me proud 
As cover from the self out loud" -

Quite rapidly I'll get so brightly stupid 
Bobbing around between abasement and a balloon 

Blind in the green afterglow of a crimson dress 
Poised by a pale wall then gone on out of the light 

But the girl at the inn will fade, however intently I stare. 
And I go walking again all over the moors to sob 

That she is a long way off, which is where we shall always keep her. 
No having suffices the heart, which must keep integrally red. 

Note: Some phrases from Goethe's Theory of Colour andfrom Brustain's History of 
Colour are adapted and used here. 
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Patrick Monnin 

OF CORNERS 

Because I was shown 
A deaf axis, an alba nova 
I rubbed the scent of it all over me 
Incredible green happiness! 
Blindness and fertility! 
Delight ricocheting between lighted words, 
A line moving over a blue field 
To carry through to completion. 

Goodbye broken pipe 
And goldenrod trigger 
Diminish glib offers to sight 
Clip the fence to coin flowers. 

REPETITIVE INQUIRY 

How track it? By tricking it through its teeth? Belief? 
What will wants to do? Will it walk up to me on the 
street and punch me in the gut? How much of speech 
acts that way? Is there more pleasure when the 
sequence is interrupted? Is it like needing a haircut? 
Something to put behind you or run towards? Will its 
drama assure itself that it has captured what 
occurred? Is it as simple as hatracks and fingernails? 
Will its abstractions contradict its perceptions? Who 
will force it to put its hands to its sides and remove it 
from the room with a glance? Will it be reduced to a 
swarm of innocuous prattle? Is it its own other? 
Does it laugh at itself over a wall? Can it only taint 
the hour with quaint mechanisms for the parlored 
elite? Will it deny what it displays? Is it 
implemented in its acts? Will it be of things lighting 
up and darkening? Clouds passing over? 
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Frank Sherlock 

(begin-end w/ chance) 

Beat cracks of foundation 

a pitch for blur 
in perfect pinch -

homemade windows show on 

walls spray voices -
blowdown order 

fore - sightless sacrament 

ofblunt-root rage , 
spins p.m. dawn. 

(end-begin w/ chants) 
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About This 

Outside seed drop 

on shared time broke 

dirt grain, the birth 

pteces. 

flowers rack on 

Upside down sun -

wall, lace under 

the clock. 
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Andrew Maxwell 

every one needs the room 

(the whether) built of waves or etc. 

the phrasing cues the 

ghost in the chair, in the light 

in the scenario Updrafts 

through the keyhole is still 

on the level. In the service 

of transit, say strangers 

are impossible w/o your room 

or this line is unstable, thought 

rent by tenancies let alone 

Above the Contract, install-

from between Stories 

ment meant everything differently 

Moving is optional for instance 

Polanski kept the walls cracking 

without end: a question of the medium 

if you will the ghosts will 

anticipate the ghosts project doubly 

conscious (of that mark) Movement. 

Returning to the room is simple 

though the keyhole is still 

(3) 



(said) states the contract 

maintains: the net being caught 

in the air, an heir to whats 

to what's mine, whose. or zootropes 

(rewrite a quick graph heroically) 

capturing all parties, outside of 

the pro-filmic one's obligations 

to what's now on the line; the fact 

of being prior to, proto-history 

in mime, or animal magnetism 

inherits the cell though parenthetically 

earthbound - back to hereditary 

traction: Breakage to Brakhage, rime 

asunder. Are the logical breaches 

uniformitarian between the uninterrupted 

two-legged oomph, not flappable 

but the compact compartment, a universal 

hovercraft Is the hyphenated impulse 

consistent throughout, the film needless 

to say worn-out, the "dead-on" Proposal 

states the obvious conclusion 

(6) 
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a merger thought I darkly 

ironic but bloodless [comma] 

conversion of the script's elsewhere 

blocked auteur, the in-crowded 

entitlement to a plottable ego 

Cinemania is moving, my argument 

unsound, living excitable personae 

riddled w/ holes recurring 

around town. An anemic idiom 

this can barely deface the contractual 

cover-up: the voice-over assumed 

everything as usual - a capital 

transfer to the city, the acousmetre 

bussed in, vampires formally 

installed conversation, spotted 

Duck, You Sucker~ in the syntax 

There's performance. Of course 

bank on Bergman, processually scratch 

the surface/track the dead/Tracks' 

you protest. The artery follows where 

soundlessly, my argument is living 

(7) 
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Avery E. D. Burns 

from The City speaks in many tongues 

Song of Water 

"All is written in the streets, on the ground, 
on the walls, in the gardens." Michael Butor 

just insufficiency 
speaks of rain, spring's potential 
sweat 

sullen brown turbulence 
pushing towards the green-blue sea 

in mimicry of gulls 
propane tanks bob and weave 
torpedo's from houses and trailers 
netting the paths of tankers, cargo ships 

this rain is a sign of rain 

the idea of building a 
"better railroad" 
ripples and falls in Kobe 
& we who've done less 
will pay more when the time comes 

* * * 

a reckoning moon 

full , lifting the seas to meet 

the newly crested river 

next, the mystery spot 

when earth's as water 
time snails 
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the slow-mo pitch and toss 
of people, things 

changing matter confuses 
people whirl blank between wonder 
and fear 

a man-hole cover flew 30ft. In the air 
when the gas main blew 
even the birds are different 

* * * 

under the weight of brick 
particularity 
we sit and wait 
for the gates to open 
for the city to welcome us 
back from ourselves 

* * * 

"and your hands were too small 
and not pretty", but your feet 
were big and beautiful 

such delight in light 
a scuttle of clouds opens a patch, 
still grayish, 
lighter than the surround 

that inky rain again 

the land duckbacks the rest 

street gutters suck and whirlpool 

rescues continue in the dark 
the dead in their homes are patient 
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the effects of 20 seconds compared to 
30 nights filled with fire 

dragging time for an answer 
that won't pop up 

to speak of these things in poetry 
is nothing but hope 

* * * 

yesterday, they thought an ending 

sun glittering from rooftops 

the air tangible, still 
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Brian Lucas 

In Munich 

In Munich we now have something to go on 
& one forms lean motions out of a handbag 
It's a fact that nothing could demarcate 
the volumes sleeved in twine let willingly 
into the city 
But as a decree expands passed its 
signature, above knowing flights of the 
trusted clue, we still are drawn into 
its fade 

Not here but stationed at the peak once 
silvered and tom, solo'd about cascading 
witness 

Witness to not Holland but a strength 
to find a billfold amongst the new sliver 
What kindle end? A stalk of spun glue? 
One last and stalwart limp from out among 
the houses late as mandated by temperature 

Music as we knew it offthe island 
Sketching measure, I liked your kind state 
saying "name name it couldn't ever be 
much more" and presently it's not 
Let me climb up on the tabled pasture it 
fits closely emerald as you were 
Lostness was never so exact into last months 
... to see is charm 
To have an even number would bluster and deaf 

What sign is middle, salt one? You're covered 
in this numbered sense 

The tubers shun window as a majesty's trawler 
would a wake Best not to straddle time that 
reflected our popular images unknown from 
here that follows into draft without qualm 
A way of suspension never expected 
only thoughtlessly entered 
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In point, where falter is dream 
This etch opposing the chain whose bland 
filament and china approaches the dawn 
so carefully scripted 

This swollen beekeep lights out on shore 
as coming 
Makes as one would a gifted count of 
books in the station 

Being used to shallowing 
Of clean blustery links of come unshined 
Peninsular U's expectant of stars 
to cross wellspread 

tin as a coat heaped in traffic 
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Other Notes 

Future issues of Angle will happen when enough good material becomes available and 
when the editor has some bread, hopefully 2-4 times a year. To order copies send $3.50 
(checks payable to Brian Lucas). The Angle private jet is also available for chartering. 
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